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18-85866

Disturbance
Domestic
(Delayed)

Beach Village

18-85711

Traffic stop

17001 SR 100 W

V1 alleged his father struck him in the area of his shoulder with a
closed fist and then choked him. V1 did not have any marks or
injuries suggesting he had battered by his father. V1 is currently
residing with his mother at Beach Village Circle. This is an ongoing
investigation and charges may be filed, or an arrest made, upon its
conclusion.
FCSO stopped a vehicle for speeding. Upon the vehicle stopping
the W/M passenger fled on foot north into the wood line. The
driver, S1 advised she did not know the male and had just picked
him up from the Bimini Bar. With the assistance of Putnam SO a
perimeter was established. Fire Flight was called out and the area
was searched for the male; however, he was not located. S1
completed a sworn written statement. While investigating an
abandon van it was learned S2 fled from St Johns SO in a white van.
S2 had an active state and federal warrant. Deputies were
maintaining surveillance on west 100, when S1 drove back to the
scene. Deputies made contact with S1. Post Miranda S1 advised
she lied earlier, and it was S2 in the car. S1 also picked Stratton out
of a photo line-up. It was suspected that S1 was there to pick up S2,
with the help of Putnam SO a perimeter was established; Fireflight
and K-9 responded. While searching the area for S2, it was learned
Stratton was picked up and taken to Putnam County. S1 was
subsequently arrested and charged with resisting without violation
and fabricating evidence. S1 was taken to FCIF.

